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elcome to the
October edition
of Labelling
Fashion.
October sees us looking at
the cultural trend of swing
tickets and tags and how
they have developed from the
humble pricing vehicle to a
branding and communications
opportunity. It is interesting
to see how they have risen
through the ranks of the
labelling world to achieve cult
status embraced by designers
and high street retailers alike.
Also shaping the fashion world
this month is the development of
metal labels and tags and how
they can add a sense of quality
and brand value to your clothing
designs, especially as modern
technology develops and new
materials and 3D printing mean
more and more is possible with
metal labelling.
In addition to these interesting
developments in clothing and
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apparel branding, we have the
usual round up of news stories from
the fashion and textiles industry.
We are always keen to hear
from up and coming designers,
so if you would like to submit
content to any future editions of the
magazine please email lynsey@
elbowmarketing.co.uk and we
will do our best to include your
interesting and relevant content.
We are happy to feature creative
designers who are striving for
fashion and branding excellence.
Equally, if you would like to see
us cover a particular topic which is
relevant to you and your business,
why not get in touch and let
us know.
For more stories like this, why not
follow us on Social media:
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Marketing

A branding

phenomena?
Lynsey J Bowen looks
at how the swing ticket
has become a big part
of brand identity

S

wing tags and tickets have
always been a part of retailing
clothes and for many years
they were a practical way of
pricing an item in a shop or retail outlet.
It is only in recent years that they have
become a marketing tool, a branding
vehicle and a communications channel
– and not just in the fashion and retail
industry, even Coca-Cola are getting in
on the act!
This article, however, looks at the
branding phenomena that is the swing
tag in modern fashion marketing.
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Source: www.michael84.co.uk
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As a vehicle for basic communication
– normally the price – the swing tag
is both convenient and practical. They
can be removed and changed easily
to accommodate pricing changes or
sales. They are convenient as they can
be added post manufacture meaning
they don’t impact on the production or
design of the garment.
But brands have begun to see the
potential of these little swing tags and
are now using them as an extension of
their brand identity and to communicate
their brand attributes. The phenomena
is being embraced by both high street
retailers to brand the apparel they
sell such as Next and Marks and
Spencer’s, but especially by big name
designer brands.
A great example of this is Jack Wills
who have embraced the swing tag or
ticket to create a vintage
British feel to their
apparel with the use of
bare, untreated string
and unlamented
cardboard.
The tag is large
and draws the
eye of the retailer,
especially as it is in
a contrasting colour
from the item it is
tagged to.
The clever use
of swing tags on
clothing items has
led to designers using

them to brand products
at source, before
they even get to the
retailers’ shelves.
The Jack Wills
example is a good one
as it not only reinforces
the brand attributes of
Classic British style, but
it also carries the logo,
a large logo, without
looking garish or out
of place.
Another example of
a designer using swing
tickets to convey their
brand attributes with
aplomb is Ted Baker.
Their simple, elegant
tags carry their brand
identity in the form of both their logo
and the quality of the material used to
create the swing ticket.
Ted Baker have gone one step further
than simply using the swing ticket as
an extended branding tool. They have
embraced the swing tickets on their
products as a full communication channel.

material concept by using printed 100%
natural cotton material for the swing tag.
Some manufactures have even
started to create swing envelopes which
contain the spare buttons and additional
care instructions for their apparel.

Conclusion
The interesting element swing tags and
tickets have over traditional woven
labels in seams or on the outside of
clothing items, is that they have an
element of 3D interaction.
Customers can pick them up, fondly
them, open them up and get involved

BRANDS HAVE BEGUN TO SEE THE
POTENTIAL OF THESE LITTLE SWING TAGS
AND ARE NOW USING THEM AS AN EXTENSION
OF THEIR BRAND IDENTITY
They include information about the
product and its provenance, how to reorder or source similar or complimentary
products from their website (of course)
and a little message from Ted himself.
An excellent example of using the
humble swing ticket to its full potential.
Designers and manufacturers
have gone one stage further
and have started to use the
swing tag as part of their
product to communicate size
and care instructions.
The concept here has
branched out from the
traditional cardboard tags,
again embracing and
communicating the brand
and product essence. In
this case, maintaining
the products natural

with both the brand and the item,
adding value to the whole experience
of purchasing their designer item. They
feel included in the item and associated
with the brand attributes being
conveyed. It is a powerful experience
created by such a small thing.
If you feel swing tickets or tags
could add value to your apparel,
consider this; are you using them as
a gimmick to follow the fickle trends
of the fashion world or could you
actually design and create one that
would really elevate your brand and
communicate its brand values to your
target audience?
GB Labels have helped many big
name brands create successful swing
tickets so why not talk to them about the
options before you hang your brand on
the swing tag.

Source: Pinterest
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News

Great Britain’s Paralympic star Stefanie
Reid swapped the athletics track for
the catwalk on Saturday 19 September
when she made history by becoming
the first ever British amputee to model
at London Fashion Week.
European long jump T44 champion
Reid, who won medals at the 2008
Beijing and 2012 London Paralympic
Games on both the track and field, took
part in acclaimed designer Lenie Boya’s
‘Dramatique’ collection at the worldfamous fashion showcase at Charing
Cross Hotel.
The event marked the latest incredible
achievement for Reid since narrowly
escaping death when she lost her leg in
a motorboat accident as a 15-year-old.
Having already featured in
other high-profile body confidence
campaigns such as British clothing
chain Debenham’s Spring Look Book
in 2013, Reid, who aims to win a third
consecutive Paralympic Games medal

in Rio next year, hopes to inspire others
not to let somebody else’s perception
of being perfect prevent them from
following their dreams.
“I am so excited to have walked for
Lenie,” said Reid, who is an ambassador
for the All-Party Parliamentary Group Be
Real Body Confidence.
“I don’t look like your standard
runway model, but I think that is the
point. My artificial leg didn’t faze Lenie
at all – instead she embraced it as
another creative outlet.
“Lenie started with me as a
blank canvas, and created some
amazing pieces for me to wear to fit
my individuality.
“It seems obvious, but too often it is
the other way round: you are told to
first be a size zero, or be taller, or less
this or that, then something nice can be
made for you.
“Clothes are made for people, not
people for clothes.”

Source: knittingindustry.com

Four textile graduates win
prestigious Texprint Awards

Triumphant: Texprint winners
The charity Texprint has announced
the winners of its prestigious awards
at a prize-giving ceremony held at
Première Vision Designs in Paris this
week. Making the presentations
was legendary designer and longtime head of the Missoni brand,
Rosita Missoni.
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“I am very pleased to be here to
applaud the young talents coming from
the UK colleges and Universities,” said
Signora Rosita Missoni. “Première Vision
Designs is a wonderful opportunity to
bring them to the attention of the industry
and the Fashion World which need to
invest in new fresher talents and ideas.
I wish to the 24 designers to keep their
curiosity, enthusiasm, passion and to
transform them in wonderful careers.”
More than 200 graduates apply
to Texprint to be considered for its
extensive professional mentoring
programme. Each year 24 are
selected and go on to showcase their
developing collections in London, Paris
and Shanghai.

Source: paralympic.org

Paralympian Stef Reid to make
history at London Fashion Week

Stef Reid: First ever on catwalk
Lenie Boya said: ‘‘I’m delighted
Stef featured in my show at Fashion
International. I was looking for an
inspiring individual who is passionate
about changing the traditional dynamics
of fashion and Stef embodies that.
“She opened the show for me and
I’m sure everyone will agree, she looked
stunning in the new collection.’’
As part of the show, Reid wore an
incredible bespoke blade prosthesis
with an attached chandelier, designed
by Sophie de Oliveira Barata of The
Alternative Limb Project.

Highland Fashion
Week events
announced
Running from 7 to 11 October, the
celebration of clothing and style will
have a fairytale theme and feature
national designers and local models.
Events include HI Flock in Inverness
which will feature a seminar on
vlogging, video blogs giving fashion
tips and critiques on brands.
A tie dye event will be held in
Wick, a lingerie show in Nairn and
a boat party on Loch Ness.
The week’s Fairytale Fashion
Ball will be held at the Ironworks in
Inverness.
Guests during the celebrations
include reality TV show star
Joey Essex.
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Late last month, John Whittingdale, Ed
Vaizey and Tracey Crouch met with
their Chinese counterparts in Greenwich
to discuss ways both countries could
cooperate on tourism, fashion, sport and
libraries. This set of meetings is called
the People to People Dialogue (P2P).
The P2P was co-chaired by Vice
Premier Liu Yandong, for China, and
Secretary of State for Health Jeremy
Hunt for the UK. The first P2P Dialogue
was hosted by the UK in 2012, and the
second took place in Beijing in 2014.
During the P2P, DCMS Ministers signed
the four Memoranduim of Understanding

with the Chinese Government with the
fashion one as follows:
Fashion: The Shanghai International
Fashion Center and the British
Fashion Council will agree exchange
programmes and propose designers
to participate in the respective fashion
weeks. The SIFC and BFC will also
facilitate introduction programmes for
both British and Chinese businesses.
Culture Secretary John Whittingdale
said: “Today’s meetings with China
show the wide range of opportunities for
UK-Chinese cooperation. I’m delighted
that we have been able to find so much

How fashion retailers have
become sartorial street stars
In an unusual reversal of roles,
menswear retailers and apparel buyers
are fast becoming fashion’s biggest
street stars.
We’re in the middle of another hectic
season of fashion week. These days,
what’s happening outside the shows
generates as much interest as what’s on
the runways. The merging of celebrity,
music, film and fashion means the
paparazzi are ever present, keen to
snap the Kardashians, Rita Ora, Lewis
Hamilton or the latest buzz actor or
actress. Street-style photographers, on
the other hand, are training their lenses
on the people who dress to impress.
Not long ago bloggers, celebrities
and fashion editors – invariably female
– were the ones hogging the limelight,
but these days retailers and fashion
buyers are the stars of the show. In recent
seasons, previously behind-the-scenes
retail figures such as Sarah Rutson,
formerly the fashion director of Lane
Crawford and now at Net-a-Porter, have
attracted almost as much attention as
bloggers like Susie Bubble and fashion
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multitaskers such as Mira Duma. Rutson
and former Opening Ceremony buyer
Kate Foley have been snapped outside
the shows and their outfits scrutinised.
This retailer-as-star trend has spread
to menswear, where a commercial
relationship has developed between
some retailers and street style. These are
the people who largely decide what
goes into multibrand and department
stores, and is eventually sold to
customers. Their knowledge base and
business clout far exceed that of your
usual limelight-hogging twenty-something
blogger, making them more appealing
to fashion sophisticates.
One of those camera-magnet retailers
is Nickelson “Nick” Wooster. Although
small in stature, Wooster is hard to miss;
the dapper American’s famed sense of
personal style, including his penchant
for immaculately tailored full camo-print
suits or formal wear mixed with shorts,
immediately draws the eye.
For more information on Nick Wooster
and to see and purchase his designs,
visit http://www.nickwooster.com/

Source: kellyhoppeninteractive.com

UK and China sign Memorandum
of Understanding
common
ground
through sport,
fashion,
tourism and
culture.
These
collaborations
Kelly Hoppen: Designer
will enrich our
cultures and
pave the way for stronger economic
growth and trade. I look forward to
working closely with China during the
rest of this exciting year of UK-China
Cultural Exchange.”

UK retail sales up
0.2% in August
UK retail sales volume rose by
0.2% in August, helped by sales
of clothing, particularly school
uniforms, according to the Office for
National Statistics.
After a couple of months of weak
growth, the figures showed sales were
up 3.7% compared with last year.
The ONS said school uniforms
boosted sales for small stores, while
“the growth in large stores was
coming from online”.
Wage rises combined with low
inflation have helped boost consumer
spending. The ONS said sales
of textiles, clothing and footwear
jumped 2.3% in August, the biggest
rise since April. The same sector was
up 1.9% compared with last year.
Sales volumes at food stores fell
0.9% last month, posing the biggest
drag on overall retail sales figures, but
they were up 0.8% from a year ago.
Retailers said the drop in food
sales in August reflected large
numbers of people going away
on holiday, even after seasonal
adjustments had been factored in.
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Case Study

The next

big thing
Lucinda Gormley explores the
trend of metal clothing labels
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ho would have thought
that those little labels
that you found in
clothing would be so
important? Not only do clothes labels
contribute to the overall brand quality
of a garment, they also are now seen
to be more design focused. The labels
which we’re often oblivious to inside our
clothes are set to erupt into the fashion
industry and are now a new accessory.
Metal clothing labels are fast
emerging into the fashion market, no
longer are they made solely for belts

Looking behind the label

around department stores
like headless chickens.
Fashion buyers are
Source: www.etsy.com
always on the hunt for
creative genius in the fashion
and hats. New trends are emerging,
stakes and even more so when
where the label itself is becoming the
it can translate into an anticipated item
focus of the garment.
for the upcoming season.
In previous years a metal label
The UK fashion market is monopolised
stood for something more prestigious, it
by key players like Marks & Spencer,
certainly gave a more ‘high end’ feel to
Next, Topshop, French Connection,
an item of clothing. Metal labels give
including higher end labels like
brands an competitive branding edge
Burberry and Mulberry. It is these
and companies are using them to create
iconic labels which established
a new form of branding real estate to
fashion companies look to for
stand out against the competition.
their inspiration.
So what types of clothing brands
So what trends are they
use metal labels? There is no particular
following? Men’s fashion is taking
brand which solely uses metal labels,
over the industry and it is essential
metal labeling is available to any brand
that brands jump up and stand to
looking to make a statement. Metals
attention. Men’s fashion is still breaking
such as brass and aluminum can be
barriers; not all men feel comfortable
embossed with any chosen design or
carrying a ‘manbag’ nor do they all
logo, so they are simply there to make
feel comfortable wearing floral patterns.
a statement. Fashion retailers need to
Brands are slowly but surely integrating
constantly innovate in terms of design
these patterns and accessories into their
and technology to stand out above the
visions, in a way that allows men to
rest and picking ‘edgy’ pieces is a sure
feel comfortable wearing them, whilst
way to catch the eyes of passers-by.
reflecting their own personalities.

THE BRANDING OF LABELS IS AS MUCH A
PART OF THE PROCESS AS THE INITIAL
DESIGN CONCEPT
The seasons go by at an electric
pace, and now fast approaching are the
autumn/winter seasons. Perfect seasons
for lovers of knitted jumpers and thick
wooly tights. Despite it being considered
the poor relation of the fashion industry,
menswear is actually catching up at a
rapid pace with womenswear.
No longer are men only seen
shopping on Christmas Eve pacing
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Communication through clothing
is essential for brand identity, and
brand focus. Getting the branding and
finishing right for each and every item
of clothing in an up and coming range
is possibly the most important part of
the process. Every finishing touch has
to be finished exuberating quality. The
branding of labels is as much a part
of the process as the initial design

concept. The material of the label, the
logo or design for the label and the
manufacturing process used to create
the items themselves.
Metal badges and metal labels,
made of high-quality materials to
provide durable and hard-wearing
branding to menswear. Metal labels
are without a doubt the next big thing in
labelling. Every single detail counts.
There is a huge difference between
following trends and just following what
other brands are doing. Take risks, do
something different. Step out from the
shadows and bring your brand to life.

Brand recognition and quality are two
fundamental areas which businesses,
designers and fashion houses can
separate themselves from everybody
else, all by using the right type of label.
Metal labels will no doubt be hot
through the trends next year. Already
proving popular with winter clothing,
branding coats and jackets in this way
throughout the high-end designers. No
doubt this style of labelling will start to
appear across the high street.
Whilst quality labels may be more
expensive than low-cost labels in the
first instance, they will last longer and
be more durable. This is essential when
purchasing metal labels for your garment,
they need to be long lasting. Customers
will instantly recognise the quality of the
label, and that thought might make them
purchase an item and not walk on by.
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Review

Source: wikipedia.org

Kimball tag

Getting in the

swing

Justine Kiddy looks at
the rise of swing tags
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ntil the sewing machine was
invented in 1851, it was a
personal service that saw us
suitably styled and attired.
Seamstresses and tailors would make
bespoke garments by hand and offer
expert advice on fabric, shape, fit and
how to style and care for the outfit.
This type of buying behaviour was
relationship-oriented. Prices were flexible
and consumers haggled to get the best
deal, enabling the retailer to entice,
reward and even to control their clients.
In this way, business could be secured

for decades, with consumers returning
to their trusted seamstress to have items
repaired, altered or re-engineered to suit
changing fashions – all without a price
tag, a label or a swing ticket in sight.
Today, we would pay a premium for
this kind of bespoke service. We can
browse, select, try and buy – we can
complete a whole transaction without
once encountering a real person. Yet,
we still develop loyalties to our favourite
brands and for this, we have the swing
ticket to thank.

Department stores
When machinery started to replace
seamstresses at the end of the 19th
century, standard clothing sizes were
introduced and suddenly, the range

Looking behind the label

Source: londontopia.net

Harrods shopping experience
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Kimball tags

By 1974, the barcode had replaced
the punched holes, opening up a world
of new possibilities. Using a simple
barcode reader, retailers were now able
to check pricing, stock-control and sizing
information instantly, speeding up the
shopping experience for consumers.

In favour of the consumer
Where once a seamstress may have
given advice on fabric composition,
care instructions and price; this
information can now be presented on a
swing ticket, helping consumers to feel
well informed without compromising
their shopping independence.
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With new outlets for purchasing textiles
and new methods of pricing goods,
there’s little wonder that department

PRICE WOULD
GO ON TO BE
ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT PIECE OF
INFORMATION ON A
SWING TICKET

ea

of clothing available to consumers
increased dramatically.
By 1850, the first department stores
were established and wide varieties
of clothing and other goods could be
sold under one roof. Amongst the oldest
and most successful of department
stores were Harrods (founded in 1834);
Kendal Milne and Faulkner (opened
in 1835 and now known as House
of Fraser); Bainbridge’s of Newcastle
(opened in 1849 and now John Lewis),
and Lewis’s of Liverpool (1856-1991).
Perhaps the most significant
change that came with the opening of
department stores was a focus on the
experience of shopping as a recreational
activity. Stores such as Lewis’s even
created exhibits such as the Christmas
Grotto and a ‘mini Venice’, complete with
gondolas in a basement filled with water.
Meanwhile, Selfridges, which opened
its Oxford Street store in 1909, placed
its focus on empowering the consumer.
Its stores were designed to be spacious
and featured displays to encourage
browsing, moves that characterised
the rise of a new type of shopper – an
independent shopper craving a tactile
experience and who would happily
spend hours seeking what they need to
make informed buying choices.

With the opening of department stores
came some difficulties. The haggling
behaviour from decades before was
labour intensive, time intensive and
required more highly trained staff. Most
importantly, it was incompatible with
promotional activities such as the sale of
end-of-line stock, which required having
a fixed price in order to offer discount.
In the 1960s, John Wanamaker,
driven by the Quaker belief that all men
are equal before God (and therefore
should pay the same prices), pioneered
the idea of fixed pricing. Not only did
he introduce price tags at the Point of
Sale, but also empowered the consumer
to return goods that they were unhappy
with. It was a revolution in terms of
consumer rights, but also gave retailers
greater opportunities for promotion of
their goods. Of course, the price would
go on to be one of the most important
piece of information on a swing ticket.
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Source: www.magnoliabox.com

Seamstress

Price priority

TY Beanie Baby
stores were viewed as cutting-edge, but
by the 1970s, retailers were looking for
new ways to innovate.
American department store Sears,
Roebuck & Co took us a step closer to
the swing ticket when they commissioned
the development of a card that could be
attached to clothing via a thin plastic thread.
The cards, as well as displaying the
price of an item, were punched with small
holes that could be read by machines to
reveal stock control information and soon,
they were found on many textiles and in
particular, on clothing.
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Logos and graphics are now used so
that, in the same way that buyers once
developed loyalty to their seamstress or
tailor, they can now build a relationship
with a brand without having had any
personal interaction with it.
And the wondrous thing about
swing tickets is that they are versatile.
They have been used successfully on
products from TY Beanie Babies, where
they featured a poem and collector
information; to virtual tickets on websites
and mobile applications, used simply
because they look good.
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